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AN EXPLORATORY TYPOLOGY OF NEAR-MODEL AND NON-STANDARD TIBERIAN TORAH MANUSCRIPTS FROM THE CAIRO GENIZAH

Estara Arrant

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The present study is a codicological and linguistic classification of 296 Torah codices in the Genizah collections of Cambridge University Library that have nearly all of the characteristics of 'model' codices and that have standard and non-standard Tiberian vocalisation patterns. Such a study is warranted due to multiple gaps in modern scholarship on the codicology and vocalisation of the Hebrew Bible.

In previous scholarship in the field, attention has been focused on the most codicologically-sophisticated manuscripts.

---

1 I wish to thank Prof. Geoffrey Khan for his support and comments; Nick Posegay for proofreading; Dr David Wright and Prof. Andrew Lang for their guidance and support with the statistical analysis; and Prof. Judith Olszowy-Schlanger for her assistance with the palaeography.

2 These have been termed in scholarship 'complete' Bibles (Yeivin 1980, 11–12) or 'great' Bibles (Sirat 2002, 42–43).
There has not been sufficient differentiation and study of Bibles that are sophisticated, but lack the full range of the features associated with exemplar manuscripts, such as Codex Leningradensis.\(^3\) In previous scholarship, descriptions of ‘model’ codices generalised specific feature groupings that, in fact, appear to be distinct from each other, hiding important differentiation in manuscript features. For example, Yeivin states:

The majority of older texts and Geniza fragments are beautifully written and “complete” (that is, masoretic notes and vowel and accent signs were systematically added). They were written on parchment, with great care taken over the forms of the letters and over corrections, and they contain the Mm, Mp, and vowel and accent signs. They were written with two or three columns to a page.\(^4\)

In this article I introduce a new category of Torah codex: the ‘near-model’ codex, and I show how the different feature patterns in this type of codex fall into statistically-verifiable subtypes. Near-model codices have nearly all, but not the complete range, of the codicological and textual features that exemplar Tiberian Bibles have. Because none of these exemplar codices have fewer than three columns, I question Yeivin’s grouping two-column manuscripts with the most complete, model Bibles, and I consider two-column codices with masoretic notes, vocalisation, and cantillation to be near-model. Moreover, there are many three-

\(^3\) By exemplar, I mean specifically specimens such as Codex Leningradensis, the Aleppo Codex and the Cairo Codex of the Prophets.

\(^4\) Yeivin (1980, 11).
column manuscripts that fall just shy of the ‘complete’ criteria that Yeivin lists above. These I also consider near-model and show to be statistically distinct from their two-column peers.

Within all of the Torah manuscripts that have Tiberian vocalisation there is a substantial group of manuscripts that use Tiberian vowels in non-standard ways. There have been some studies of this type of Tiberian vocalisation, which is referred to by a variety of terms, the most common being ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ vocalisation.\(^5\) In such studies, however, there has not been sufficient attention on the diversity of non-standard vocalisation patterns that exist in Genizah manuscripts. In this article I show that there were many non-standard Tiberian (hereafter, NST)\(^6\) patterns, and I delineate an exploratory typology of these patterns in Genizah Torah manuscripts using statistical methods.

---

\(^5\) The best literature reviews of this subject are found in Fassberg (1991, 55); Saenz-Badillos (2008, 92–94); Blapp (2017, 8–32); Khan (2017, 265–266). This kind of vocalisation is generally characterised in scholarship by an ‘extended’ use of *dagesh* and *rafe*, the vowel interchanges of *patah/qames* and *segol/sere*, and the non-standard placement of *shewa* and *hataf* vowels.

\(^6\) Blapp (2017) was the first to introduce the term ‘non-standard Tiberian’ (or NST) outside of the Davis-Outhwaite catalogues. I follow Blapp here in using this term to delineate any pattern of deviation from the standard Tiberian (ST) of Codex Leningradensis that uses Tiberian vowel signs.
Another gap in scholarship on the Hebrew Bible that this study addresses is the lack of communication between codicological and textual studies on manuscripts. In preliminary case-studies of the corpus I observed that not only do there appear to be sub-types of NST, but that various codicological features present in near-model codices also appear to be arranged into definite subtypal patterns. Moreover, it seemed that NST subtypes tended to correlate with these codicological subtypes. The aim of this study is to map NST diversity onto near-model Torah codicology in order to demonstrate (statistically) that the correspondence is not completely random.

1.1. Terminology, Structure, and Hypotheses

The key descriptors of codices that I am using in this paper are as follows:

- ‘Model Codex’: these codices look identical in style to exemplar Tiberian Bible codices such as Codex Leningradensis. They have the following combination of features: (1) a parchment base; (2) three columns; (3) a standard Tiberian (hereafter, ST) text; (4) full Masoretic notes—both Masorah Parva and Masorah Magna.

---

7 Yeivin (1980, 11–12) mentions codicology briefly in his exploration of the development of the Tiberian Masorah and Diez-Macho (1971, 91–92) attempts a codicological typology of paper Bibles. These attempts to synthesise codicology and textual features are, however, limited in scope.
‘Near-Model’ Codex: these codices nearly attain the status of ‘model’, as defined above, except that the full four-part pattern is not present. For example, an otherwise model manuscript may lack full Masoretic notes, or may only have two columns instead of three. Manuscripts with NST automatically are considered ‘near-model’ for purposes of this study, but there are a substantial number of NST Torah codices that have all of the other features of a model codex.8

This fuller study of 296 fragments is built upon observations from preliminary case studies on 150 of these Genizah fragments. These specific observations have determined the structure of the study. Because none of the exemplar Bibles have two columns, it seemed appropriate to label two-column parchment Torah copies with full Masorah and vocalisation as near-model. It is not assumed, however, that these are homogeneous with three-column near-model Bibles present in the corpus, and so the study tests them separately to see if there is a statistically-verifiable difference.

Another critical factor indicated by preliminary observations regards Masoretic notes. For near-model Bibles, two-column parchment manuscripts without Masorah tend to vary widely and contain many poorly-made specimens. However, three-column

8 Many of them are visually indistinguishable in style from exemplar manuscripts, and are set apart only by deviations in their vocalisation patterns. This seems to suggest that NST was part and parcel of sophisticated Bible codex production in the main Genizah period (ninth-twelfth centuries CE).
parchment manuscripts without Masoretic notes still retained a high degree of careful execution. It seems, therefore, that greater column numbers can be associated with a higher level of codicological sophistication, but this is not the case with the lack of Masoretic notes. Lack of Masoretic notes is not a sophisticating factor for three-column Torahs. It is, however, a major de-sophisticating factor for two-column Torahs.9

The present research is guided by two hypotheses that are tested through statistical, codicological, and linguistic analysis:

1. Near-model Torah parchment manuscripts with two or three columns in the Genizah have distinguishable patterns in their codicological features that indicate the presence of sub-groups in the manuscript corpus. Moreover, column number is a major factor in distinguishing these sub-groups, because nearly-model manuscripts with two columns are codicologically distinct from nearly-model manuscripts with three columns.

2. There are statistically distinguishable patterns in the NST vocalisation of these manuscripts, indicating sub-groups of NST vocalisation. These patterns can be linguistically validated. Moreover, these patterns tend to correlate with the codicological patterns of hypothesis 1.

The findings can be summarised as follows: first, a tentative, yet statistically-sound, typology of near-model manuscripts

9 There is not space here to analyse the large population of two-column parchment codices without Masoretic notes; they are addressed in my PhD thesis.
can be established and subtypes within this typology can be identified. Second, NST is not a monolithic phenomenon, but contains significant subtypes. These subtypes reflect regional patterns of scribal activity comprising various streams of diversity in pronunciation traditions and in the application of Tiberian vowel signs to represent the pronunciation. Finally, subtypes of NST map onto codicological features in a broad sense. This indicates that there is a linkage between the codicology of a manuscript and the features of the written text that it contains.

1.2. The Evidence Threshold

As a general rule, predictive statistical tests are considered significant if they have a probability value (p-value) of at least 0.1. This indicates that there is less than a 10 percent probability that the particular statistical relationship tested for happened by chance. However, p-values are not meant in this study to be used as a definitive marker of typology: a p-value which approaches significance, but which fails the full test, is still treated as meaningful and placed on a spectrum alongside the significant results.¹⁰

¹⁰ The current attitude of researchers towards p-values is that they should be interpreted on a continuum indicating weakness or strength in the results, not treated as categorical, black-and-white measures of the subject being studied (Amrhein, Greenland, and McShane, 2019). This is the approach that I embrace in the present research.
2.0. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Sampling Strategy

The data in this study consist of fragments of two- or three-column parchment codices of the Torah with complete dimensions from the extant Taylor-Schechter and Lewis-Gibson Genizah collections in the Cambridge University Library. Wherever possible, the data were collected via first-hand assessment of the manuscripts, with the support of the metadata and photographs from the Davis-Outhwaite catalogues, the Cambridge University Digital Library's Lewis-Gibson entries, and the Friedberg Genizah Project. In order to limit the study to a reasonable size, the corpus is split into two groups based on number of columns, with different criteria for inclusion in each group:

Three-column group criteria:

- A parchment base.
- Any combination of Masoretic notes: no notes, full Masoretic notes (Masorah Parva and Masorah Magna), or partial Masoretic notes (either Masorah Parva or Masorah Magna).
- Either unvocalised or have NST vocalisation. Also included are fragments with ST vocalisation which lack full Masoretic notes.

I found 142 three-column manuscripts in Cambridge that meet these criteria.

Two-column group criteria:

- A parchment base.
• Either full or partial Masoretic notes. Two-column parchment manuscripts without any Masorah are excluded because they vary so widely in their features (see Section 1.1).

• Any vocalisation type: none, ST, or NST.

I found 154 Torah fragments meeting these specifications in the Genizah collections in Cambridge.

In total, 296 two- and three-column fully dimensioned fragments meet the aforementioned conditions for the study. This is an estimated 98–99 percent of manuscripts with these codicological features in Cambridge (as always, it is possible that some manuscripts may have been overlooked, so I do not assume complete comprehensiveness). The research is therefore representative for the Genizah collections in Cambridge.

2.2. Palaeography

A cautious approach was taken regarding palaeographic assessment. Each of the manuscripts in the corpus which had NST vocalisation was assigned a general palaeographic identification, with a focus on determining the provenance rather than on pinpointing an exact date. The assessments involved establishing the palaeographic type of script on the basis of comparative samples and estimating a date spanning two centuries.\(^{11}\) Below are the categories used as general palaeographic descriptors for region:

---

\(^{11}\) It is fully expected that further research may (and should) correct and clarify some of the palaeographic assertions made in this study. The palaeographic estimations were based on comparative sources and used the methods developed in the following scholarly resources: Birnbaum
‘Oriental’: manuscripts with a ‘Northeastern’ or ‘Southwestern’\textsuperscript{12} Oriental script style.

‘Palestinian-Byzantine’: manuscripts with a script style that is characteristic of manuscripts produced in a region ranging from the Levant to Asia Minor.

‘Italian-Byzantine’: manuscripts with a script style that is characteristic of manuscripts produced in a region ranging from Italy to Asia Minor.

‘Sephardi’: manuscripts with a clear Sephardi style of script.

The regional labels I attach to specific scripts should be seen as approximations rather than fixed assessments. The mobility of scribes and the variability of script styles in the Genizah often makes the exact pinpointing of regions and dates problematic. For purposes of this typology, the regional labels should be taken as wide estimations rather than exact diagnoses.

\textsuperscript{12} Olszowy-Schlanger (2015) introduces these terms and describes the differences between Southwestern Oriental and Northeastern Oriental scripts. It is important to note that palaeographic typological features appear on a spectrum and that overlap between regions is likely. Most notably, Olszowy-Schlanger explains here that the ‘Northeastern Oriental’ Hebrew script spread from Mesopotamia to the rest of the Islamic world rapidly, and so many Egyptian manuscripts are written in what we call a ‘Northeastern’ script style.
2.3. Statistical Procedures

The statistical approach taken in this study was non-experimental and relied mainly (but not exclusively) on non-parametric statistical tests (meaning that no statistical prediction/probability was involved). Data were stored in an SQL database which I created especially for the research. In collecting linguistic data, only one page (single or conjoined) was read per manuscript in order to avoid assigning multiple-page manuscripts greater weight than single leaves (multiple pages of a manuscript generate more linguistic data and this could bias the statistics against single-leaf manuscripts).

The general descriptive statistics (basic distributions of features) are reported first. Then three kinds of clustering algorithms are performed on the data (k-means, k-modes, and mean-shift clustering), because their different mechanisms elucidate different aspects of the data. The computer ran each algorithm up to ten times: the data are clustered and re-clustered by the computer until the numerical distance between each group is optimal.\textsuperscript{13}

Codicological and linguistic features were assessed separately. The results of the codicological clustering are given in section 4, and the results of the linguistic clustering are given in section 5. In the conclusion of the study, the results of the codicological and linguistic clusters are compared: the major finding is that manuscripts that cluster together in the codicology also tend to cluster together in the linguistic groups.

\textsuperscript{13} See section 4.2 for a more in-depth explanation of clustering algorithms and relevant literature.
2.4. Textual and Linguistic Analysis

The textual data of the manuscripts were compared with photographs of Codex Leningradensis\textsuperscript{14} and the BHS. Due to the size of the corpus, I did not find it helpful to generate a ratio comparing the number of occurrences of an NST feature against the size of the manuscript or passage involved.\textsuperscript{15} Any deviation from Leningradensis/BHS was noted. I did not, however, record \textit{rafe}, due to the fact that it varies greatly even across standard Tiberian manuscripts.\textsuperscript{16} Cantillation was likewise not assessed. After the clustering was performed and the patterns established, their linguistic characteristics were assessed in-depth, and the patterns and resulting examples are shown in Section 5.

3.0. COMPREHENSIVE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: CODICOLOGY AND LINGUISTIC FEATURES

The following report on the feature distributions of codicology concerns all 296 manuscript fragments which are the subject of this study. The report on linguistic feature distributions concerns the 55 NST manuscript fragments which were found in the corpus of the whole 296.

\textsuperscript{14} National Library of Russia, I Firkovitch Evr. I B 19a.

\textsuperscript{15} Blapp (2017) uses such a ratio very successfully, because his corpus of manuscripts is small. I have found that with a large corpus, such a ratio provides only diminishing returns.

\textsuperscript{16} Thanks to Ben Outhwaite for his advice regarding this decision.
3.1. Descriptive Statistics: Codicology

3.1.1. Format (Ratio of Width x Length)

The two groups (two-column and three-column) have roughly equal distributions of formatting proportions: with ‘portrait’ format (ms length > ms width by more than 1cm) being the most common, and ‘square’ (width and length within 1 cm of each other) the second-most common. ‘Landscape’ (ms width > ms length by more than 1 cm) is the rarest.

3.1.2. Pricking (Holes in the Margins to Aid in Ruling a Page)

The majority of both groups has no visible pricking. The two-column group has significantly more manuscripts with pricking in the outside margin (58; 37.6 percent) than the three-column group (38; 26.7 percent):

17 The following manuscript features are not reported here due to their homogeneity between the two manuscript groups: ruling (99 percent were ruled); regular parchment shape (~93 percent had regularly-shaped, high quality parchment); petuḥa and setuma: 99 percent had regular line breaks; Masorah (see section 1.1); graphical line-fillers to keep the margins even (the majority favoured a couple of line-fillers per page); correction extent (the majority of manuscripts had minimal corrections).
3.1.3. Margins

Manuscripts were visually assessed for their margin width in relation to the text and not measured numerically. ‘Regular’ margins = the margin width is average all around the text and not overly large or small. ‘All-wide’ margins = all margins are disproportionately wide in relation to the space the text takes on the page. There were other more unusual variations in the relation of margin width to the text, such as ‘bottom-wide’, where the
bottom margin was disproportionately wide while the other margins were regular. Both groups favoured ‘regular’ margins. Differential results: two-column group: more ‘all-wide’ manuscripts. (45 manuscripts total had this feature = 29 percent) than the three-column group (26; 18.3 percent). As a group, the two-column manuscripts tended to have more variation in margin width than the three-column group, which was more homogeneous.

3.1.4. Illumination and Decoration

Extra-textual decoration was rare for both groups. Differential results:

- Two-column group: much variation: parashot decorations (23.3 percent; micrography 2.59 percent; 1 manuscript with extensive decoration; 1 manuscript with professional illumination).

- Three-column group: minimal variation: only small decoration surrounding parashot markers were found (30 manuscripts; 21.1 percent).

3.1.5. Script Type, Level of Sophistication, and Script Size

All manuscripts were assessed on the type of script (square or semi-cursive), the sophistication (scribal, average, or unprofessional), and size (small, average, medium, large) of the letters of the handwriting in proportion to the dimensions of the page. Differential results:

- Script type: 100 percent of manuscripts used a square script.
• Sophistication: 100 percent of three-column manuscripts had a professional script;\textsuperscript{18} 5, or 3.24 percent, of the two-column manuscripts had an ‘average’ script which was either professional but overwritten (and less legible) or which was written in a less sophisticated hand.

• Script size: an ‘average’ size script (not overly large or small in proportion to the page) predominated in both groups. ‘Small’ was a significant minority in both (two-column: 57; 37 percent; three-column: 50; 35.2 percent).

Outlier: T-S A3.15: a three-column fragment with a ‘large’ script.\textsuperscript{19}

3.1.6. Parashot/Sedarim

Both groups favour no marking of a parasha (probably because the passages on the fragments did not begin a parasha). Differential results:

• Three-column preferred parasha markers over sedarim markers (17; 11.9 percent marked the seder);
• Two-column had a greater number with sedarim markers (35; 22.7 percent).
• A small minority of both groups marked both parashot and sedarim.

\textsuperscript{18} T-S AS 1.249 has been crudely re-written on the verso.

\textsuperscript{19} This manuscript was categorised as post-twelfth c. Oriental. Thanks to Judith Olszowy-Schlanger for her assistance.
3.1.7. Vocalisation

Both groups had a majority of manuscripts with ST vocalisation. Differential results: three-column manuscripts had proportionally more NST manuscripts (33; 23.2 percent) than the two-column manuscripts (22; 14.2 percent). This proportion no doubt would change if two-column manuscripts without Masorah were included.

3.1.8. Dimensions

The distribution of leaf length and width differ for the two groups:

Length:
The three-column group has a distribution that somewhat resembled a normal\textsuperscript{20} distribution:

- Range: 20.6–40.9 cm
- Mean:\textsuperscript{21} 31.3 cm
- Standard Deviation (a rating of variance in the lengths of manuscripts): 3.70.
- Quartiles: median: 31.1 cm, interquartile range (measure of dispersion): 29.6–33.1 cm
- Test of normality (Shapiro-Wilk test): p-value = 0.05

\textsuperscript{20} ‘Normal’ here means that the shape of the distribution bars peaks at the median and tapers down symmetrically on both sides. This means that most three-column manuscripts have a typical length of approximately 31 cm, and those that differ from that size become rarer the more their length deviates from this value.

\textsuperscript{21} This is the average length of a three-column parchment leaf.
The three-column group is quite uniform, and the average length of 31.3 cm is representative—meaning that the general three-column parchment ‘near-model’ Genizah Torah codex is likely to have a page length of around 31 cm. This is because the distribution is essentially normal and the standard deviation is low. An outlier group of small three-column codices clearly occurs between 21 and 24 cm. The interquartile range is small, indicating homogeneity (not much variation in the majority of manuscripts). The Shapiro-Wilk result indicates that the distribution is for all intents and purposes normal.

The two-column group varies considerably and does not resemble a bell curve.

- Range: 13.0–37.3 cm
- Mean: 23.2 cm
- Standard Deviation: 6.33 cm
- Quartiles: median: 22.2 cm, interquartile range: 18.1–27.9 cm
- Shapiro-Wilk: p-value = 0.00002

The standard deviation is double that of the three-column group, and so the average length of 23.2 cm is less representative.

---

22 A high standard deviation would indicate that many manuscripts differ from the average dimensions of the entire group. For three-column manuscripts, the low standard deviation means that many are close in size to the average.

23 If p > 0.05 on a Shapiro-Wilk test result, the data are considered normally distributed and predictions can be more confidently made about the average and non-average features of the manuscript population.
of the whole group. The interquartile range is triple that of the three-column group, meaning more manuscripts vary in their length from the average. The extremely low result of the Shapiro-Wilk test indicates that the data are far from normally distributed. These results indicate that there are smaller sub-groups of similarly-sized manuscripts within this heterogenous data set.

Width:
The difference in distribution of widths between groups is noteworthy.

Three-column:
- Range: 13.8–36.7
- Mean: 29.0
- Standard deviation: 3.63
- Quartiles: median: 29.5 cm, interquartile range: 27.0–31.5 cm
  - Shapiro-Wilk: p-value = 0.00007

Two-column:
- Range: 8.85–36.9
- Mean: 21.3
- Standard deviation: 5.45
- Quartiles: median: 20.6 cm, interquartile range: 17.5–24.8 cm
• Shapiro-Wilk: p-value = 0.4456

The average width of a manuscript in the three-column group is 29 cm, and the small standard deviation indicates that 29 cm is likely the true average width for the entire group. The median, or middle, width (29.5 cm) is close to the mean, or average width (29.0 cm), which further confirms that the average width is representative for the group. The Shapiro-Wilk result, however, indicates that the data are far from normally distributed, no doubt because of the outlying group of small manuscripts (between 13–19 cm).

Though the two-column manuscript group has a higher standard deviation, and the mean and median are farther apart, it is safe to say that the average width of 21.3 cm is generally representative of the group. The Shapiro-Wilk test for this group is positive (p > 0.05), indicating that the data are likely distributed normally.
3.1.9. Line Number

Three-column:
- Range: 13–39 lines
- Mean: 23.7
- Standard deviation: 4.40
- Quartiles: median: 23 lines, interquartile range: 20–27 lines
- Shapiro-Wilk: p-value = 0.001

Two-column:
- Range: 8–32 lines
- Mean: 20.0 lines
- Standard deviation: 4.21
- Quartiles: median: 20, interquartile range: 17.2–23 lines
- Shapiro-Wilk: p-value = 0.004

The average line number for both groups is generally representative. The Shapiro-Wilk tests, however, indicate that neither group is normally distributed regarding line number (p < 0.05 in both sets), and this indicates the possibility of sub-groups of similar manuscripts within this heterogeneous corpus.

3.1.10. Palaeography, Provenance, and Date

While manuscripts were assigned a typological category based on their palaeography, only the NST manuscripts were carefully assessed for their provenance and date. The data shown below reflects only manuscripts with NST vocalisation (55 manuscripts total).

Differential results: There are many more Italian-Byzantine NST manuscripts in the two-column group (9; 40.9 percent). The three-column group has significantly fewer Italian-Byzantine specimens (4; 12.1 percent). Oriental manuscripts (both Northeastern and Southwestern) predominate in the three-column
group (29; 87.8 percent) and are large minorities in the two-column group (13; 59 percent). In the charts below, ‘Egyptian-Palestinian’ indicates scripts with a ‘Northeastern’ Oriental script style (which had spread to the Levant and to Egypt: see footnote 12).
3.1.11. Discussion of Descriptive Codicological Statistics

The descriptive statistical findings indicate three levels of codicological feature distribution, viz. common, less common, and infrequent features (but not necessarily all in the same manuscript in all three levels of occurrence).

Common features in both groups include a portrait format, no evident pricking holes, regular/even margins, minimal decoration, Masoretic line breaks, a square and professional script that is balanced in size and with an ‘Oriental’ (either Northeastern or Southwestern) palaeography, an ST vocalisation, 23–33 cm long x 20–30 cm wide, and 20–23 lines.

Less common features include square manuscripts, wider margins, a greater amount of decoration, a small and professional script that is Byzantine or Italian, NST vocalisation, more variation in size and number of lines. It is likely that there are multiple sub-groups of Bible types indicated by these data that can be uncovered through correlational statistics and clustering.

Finally, infrequent features include a landscape format, pricking on both margins, narrow or unbalanced margins, very late Oriental or Italian scripts, complex illumination, no line breaks, no vocalisation, and extremes in size and number of lines.

The most important finding of these descriptive statistics is that they clarify the differences and similarities between Torahs with two and three columns. The two groups of manuscripts had at least one significant difference in the distribution of features for each feature presented above. For example, there are many more Italian-Byzantine near-model Bibles with two columns,
while more Oriental near-model Bibles tend towards three columns (§3.1.10). Ultimately, the data show that the two- and three-column manuscripts are related on many points, but distinct in a significant number of ways.

The most noteworthy trend regards dimensions. Two-column Bibles are more heterogenous in terms of dimensions and line number, which indicates that multiple sub-groups may be more clearly defined in the corpus. Three-column manuscripts, on the other hand, are much more homogeneous, which means that while sub-groups exist, they may be less distinct.

Ultimately, while two- and three-column ‘near-model’ Torah codices can be grouped together in terms of average shared features, it is clear that we should not conflate them based on their commonalities; they are better characterised as close sisters within the same family.

3.2. Descriptive Statistics: Linguistic Features

Within the corpus, the three-column group contains 33 manuscripts with NST vocalisation, and the two-column group contains 22 manuscripts with NST vocalisation (55 total NST manuscripts). By comparing these manuscripts with Codex Leningradensis (hereafter, L), I identified 103 distinct types of variation in all of the manuscripts. Of the total of 103 types of variation, 76 are relevant to the present study.²⁴

²⁴ Features such as *plene* and defective spellings, *qere* in place of *ketiv*, and textual differences were not incorporated into the statistics presented here. *Rafe* was also not a factor in the statistics due to the unpredictability of its usage. As Blapp (2017) points out, all the exemplar
The two-column group had fewer distinct vocalisation or diacritical features (60) than the three-column group (92). The general distributional trends of these features are presented below.

3.2.1. Feature Frequency Distributions

There are three kinds of distributions of NST features in the corpus of manuscripts:

A. Infrequent occurrences: There are a significant number of features in both groups that occur once or at most twice in a manuscript. Either the feature is the only deviation from L present in the manuscript, or the feature is the result of a larger pattern of more complex phonological changes in the pronunciation of the vowels in the text.

B. Even distributions: some features occur evenly through a spread of multiple manuscripts. For example, the feature ‘dagesh in an ‘alef’ occurs at regularly increasing intervals between one and fifty times in two-column manuscripts. These kinds of distributions are rare, making up at most 10 percent of the data. They indicate that the feature is generally common for that group.

C. Uneven distributions: These are distributions in which a particular feature occurs infrequently in many manuscripts, codices use rafe in a different way, and “this observation suggests that rafe has not been standardised, which makes it necessary to study rafe in each manuscript” (223).
alongside extreme outliers where the same feature occurs more than two-hundred times in a single manuscript:

This boxplot shows us that for three-column manuscripts, the majority of the data are concentrated in manuscripts that have *dagesh* in *'alef* fifty or fewer times. Then, at the very top of the plot, we see one manuscript which has the feature over two-hundred times. While this distribution pattern occurs in both groups, it is more typical in the three-column group. Many three-column manuscripts have large quantities of one NST feature (alongside more moderate counts of other NST features), while the two-column group’s manuscripts typically have a more balanced distribution of NST features.
3.2.2. Systematic Understanding of Feature Types

It is clear that not every NST feature is equal in its frequency of occurrence in the corpus, or in its role in the larger pattern(s) of features within a given manuscript. Some features predominate and seem to set the trend for less-common features. The features that occur the most frequently across the corpus, and that seem to set the trend for patterns observed, are listed below alongside the highest attested count of occurrence in a manuscript.

- Missing *dagesh* (209 times)
- *Dagesh* in ’alef (190 times)
- Unexpected *dagesh* (116 times)
- *Patah* for *qames* (90 times)
- *Patah* for *ḥaṭef pataḥ* (54 times)
- *Patah* for *shewa* (40 times)
- Word-Final *shewa* (37 times)
- *Šere* for *segol* (35 times)
- *Pataḥ* for *segol* (32 times)
- *Shewa* for *ḥaṭef pataḥ* (30 times)
- Unexpected *shewa* (25 times)
- *Segol* for *ḥaṭef segol* (23 times)
- Missing *shewa* (20 times)
- *Shewa* for *pataḥ* (12 times)
- *Segol* for *šere* (12 times)

---

25 This category simply describes an instance where a manuscript has *dagesh* and L does not; differentiated types of unexpected dagesh were analysed after the statistical clustering and are described in section 5.

26 See the above footnote; the same applies for ‘unexpected shewa’.
• Missing mappiq (10 times)

The above list indicates the NST features that predominate in the corpus and that seem to play the most critical roles in the patterns of NST vocalisation. There are, however, many other deviations from L that occur at lower frequencies, but that are still important for shaping differences in sub-groups of vocalisation.

3.3. Discussion

These data complement findings stated in previous scholarship on NST vocalisation. Blapp is indeed correct when he states “we have to be aware that the degree of non-standardness of all the manuscripts [in his thesis] varies”.27 This applies also to the present corpus. Blapp noted, furthermore, that some manuscripts in his corpus, for example, T-S A13.18, contain very few NST features.28 Likewise, in the present study, there are specific groups of features that occur once or twice in an otherwise fully ST manuscript.

Most notably, the predominating features in Blapp’s study were the following interchanges:

• Qames with pataḥ
• Šere with segol
• Ḥireq with shewa
• Ḥolem with qames
• Ḥatef vowels with shewa
• Shewa for furtive pataḥ

27 Blapp (2017, 199).
28 Ibid.
He noted, in addition, extensive non-standard use of dagesh. Apart from the interchanges of ḥolem/qames and ḥireq/shewa, all of these features predominate to a high degree in my larger corpus of 55 manuscripts.

4.0. Patterns of Codicology and Text: Cluster Analyses of Codicological and Linguistic Data

4.1. Methodology Review

The statistical methodology was chosen with the aim of exploring meaningful patterns within the dataset and was therefore non-experimental. The main focus was upon finding patterns using appropriate clustering algorithms and then verifying their linguistic and codicological meaningfulness. The general methodology took three steps:

1. Three clustering algorithms, k-means, k-modes, and mean-shift (defined in section 4.2), were run on the data in order to establish the initial boundaries of large patterns in codicological and linguistic data. The clustering algorithms assessed all of the manuscripts and grouped them based on which features (codicological and linguistic, respectively) certain manuscripts share, and how often those features occur per manuscript in the group. The results of the algorithms are lists of manuscripts that share features.

2. These patterns were analysed in order to identify the most critical factors and to refine the clustering process by identifying and removing distracting variables.
3. Where applicable, traditional tests of significance (ANOVA, Chi-Squared, etc.) were run to clarify the strength of correlations between specific codicological or linguistic features that were unearthed by the clustering results.

4.2 Cluster Analyses

Statistical clustering is a branch of unsupervised machine learning that is targeted towards data mining and towards establishing the shape of patterns in large-scale data.\(^{29}\) It is, therefore, an appropriate strategy for identifying patterns in Torah manuscripts in the Genizah.\(^{30}\) Different clustering algorithms group the data together based on similarities, which, when compared in person by the researcher, allow for cross-validation and a more complete picture of patterns within the dataset.

K-means is the most commonly used algorithm, because it works with the mean (average) of numeric data of a manuscript

\(^{29}\) An explanation of the statistical processes used in this research can be found in the following introductory volume: James, Witten, Hastie, Tibshirani (2015). More technical papers are cited in the footnotes below.

\(^{30}\) In one instance, the computer found separate leaves of the same manuscript and placed them together in the same cluster. This was confirmed by Zina Cohen, who kindly performed her microscopic reflectography method on some of the manuscripts in this corpus (Cohen, Olzowys-Schlanger, Hahn and Rabin 2017). The results of the reflectography showed that the manuscripts shared the same kind of ink. Many thanks to Zina Cohen for conducting the reflectography analysis for the present research.
feature (for example, codicology: number of lines; linguistics: counts of a vowel interchange per manuscript), in order to determine clusters based on how similar each manuscript is to the others (using Euclidean distance measures). K-means requires the researcher to anticipate the number of clusters in the dataset in advance. As this was not known, I ran calibration by increasing the number of clusters until the Euclidean distance between clusters stopped dropping dramatically between tests (meaning the features of all the manuscripts in a given cluster were relatively homogeneous).

K-modes, on the other hand, works with the mode, not the mean, to establish clusters in both numerical (quantitative) and non-numerical (qualitative) data. Since it works with the central point of a group of data, which is less affected by outliers

31 For codicology, I used this algorithm on the dimensions and line number counts; for linguistics, each feature within a manuscript was counted on the basis of its occurrences per word, and thus could be analysed by this algorithm. A respected paper on k-means clustering is MacQueen and James (1967).

32 Euclidean distance here means a rating of variance between manuscript features in a cluster; the more clusters in a dataset, the smaller the distance between manuscripts within one cluster (i.e., the more codicologically or linguistically similar the manuscripts in a particular cluster are). The cited work in footnote 31 deals more with Euclidean distance. A paper on optimising the number of clusters using the method as described above (known as the ‘elbow method’) is Kodinariya and Mkwana (2013).

33 Quantitative data are only numeric (number of lines = 15, 16, 17); qualitative data are non-numeric (script size = small, medium, large,
(e.g., very rare features, or manuscripts with very high counts of an NST feature), k-modes is appropriate when manuscripts have extremely large or small amounts of features, because it is less affected by the outliers and produces more reliable clusters.

Mean shift clustering is another numerical algorithm that was performed to act as a supplement to k-means/k-modes. Mean shift clustering does not require the researcher to anticipate how many clusters may be in the data in advance; it finds the number of clusters automatically. It can, however, be thrown off by large or small outliers in the data. Nonetheless, because of its ability to find clusters without advance prediction, it was used to help validate the number of clusters found by k-means and k-modes. With all three clustering algorithms performed together, I was able to arrive at the optimal number of clusters in the manuscript data and therefore all of the sub-groups of the manuscripts are statistically reliable and visually apparent and distinct.

It is tempting to test every single codicological or linguistic variable, no matter how infrequently it appears in the data. The present study found, however, that this does not produce useful results, because clustering algorithms are sensitive to outliers and can be distracted by numerous variables. This can result in the creation of false groups, separating similar manuscripts and grouping together dissimilar manuscripts. For example, when the average). A resource for k-modes clustering is Chaturvedi, Green and Caroll (2001, 35–55).

computer considered too many outlying variables, two manuscripts which shared many codicological features would be artificially separated on the basis of an inconsequential difference.

On the whole, it is better to test on fewer, more critical features, rather than many. Controlling the number of variables produces the best results and can sometimes find the most critical features in the typology. Whilst this method may be susceptible to bias, I was careful to avoid bias by investigating outliers and outlier clusters separately. It, therefore, does not increase the risk of missing out on rare features, because manuscripts which lack the more common, tested features are placed by the computer in an ‘outlier’ group. This allows the researcher to further investigate and find the rare features that set them apart.

Therefore, avoiding the inclusion of rare features and reducing the number of different factors for the computer to analyse results in clearer groups. Most notably, features that are not included in the clustering, if they truly are part of a pattern, will self-organise around the features that are tested, and the researcher will catch important details.

4.3. Codicological Cluster Analysis and Results

After the cluster analyses, the next step was to identify the major factors that distinguished the clusters. As some features were identified as biasing the clustering results, they were removed and the clustering was re-performed. The critical features that were included in the final round of codicological clustering were: format, pricking location, margin width, illumination, script size,
presence or absence of Masorah, *parashot* or *sedarim* markers, extent of line fillers, dimensions, and number of lines.

The most crucial variables for establishing meaningful clusters were dimensions and line number. These features established themselves as independent variables: when performing clustering on only dimensions and number of lines, *every other codicological feature self-organised into the pattern without being tested*. For example, I did not include palaeography in the clustering, yet the groups established by differences in dimensions and line number also each had their own unique palaeographic tendencies.

This is a find of crucial importance. It appears that typological variation in codicology can be solidly established solely on the basis of dimensions and number of lines of manuscripts in a dataset. Manuscripts with similar sizes and numbers of lines are likely to share the same palaeography (and other codicological features). This may indicate that regional scribal practices are distinguishable mainly on the basis of size and line number.

4.3.1. General Characteristics of the Codicological Clusters

The clustering of all 296 manuscripts (including ST and NST manuscripts) resulted in thirty distinct subtypes across both the two- and three-column groups. While there is not space to give the details for each group, there are distinct, general trends that are meaningful for assessing the correlation between linguistic and codicological features. The following typology is organised by dimensions, and then by observations of the general level of sophis-
tication of each subgroup. Individual features are tested with significance tests where necessary to determine the strength of feature correlations within the subgroup.

4.4. Codicological Manuscript Sub-Groups

The following subtypes are selected representatives of the full thirty subtypes found across the 296 manuscripts that were clustered.

Small Italian-Byzantine Codex (Two-column)

This was the smallest and most homogeneous group in the typology.

- 13.1–14.7 cm in length x 11.4–13.1 cm in width.
- 20–21 lines
- Italian or late Byzantine script style
- Portrait format (two are square)
- The square manuscripts have wide-bottom margins and a small script
- Unpricked, average script size
- All mark the Palestinian triennial reading cycle
- Full Masorah (one has only Masorah Parva)

---

35 The manuscripts within these subgroups were either Sephardi (late: fourteenth c.), Italian-Byzantine, or Palestinian-Byzantine (i.e., Southwestern Oriental to Byzantine) in their palaeography.

36 Members: T-S Misc 3.49 (Southwestern Oriental script type); T-S Misc 9.8; T-S NS 24.36; T-S NS 9.31; T-S NS 8.8; T-S NS 14.35; T-S NS 173.92; T-S AS 64.206; Or 1080.A1.2.
• Generally sophisticated in formatting (rare use of line-fillers to keep an even margin)
• 50 percent had NST vocalisation, and all of these had all-wide margins

Large Monumental Levantine Codex\(^{37}\) (Three-column)

• 35–38.2 cm long x 32–35 cm wide
• 25–30 lines
• Portrait (one square manuscript included)
• Pricking on the outside, or absent
• Wide margins (bottom widest)
• Sparse decoration
• Small-average script size
• Full Masorah favoured
• Parashot marked most often.
• NST predominates, and the majority have full Masorah (Fisher’s Exact = 0.0238, \(\chi^2 = 0.0611\)).

\(^{37}\) The manuscripts within this group are either Northwestern Oriental or Southwestern Oriental in their palaeography and are likely to come from the Levant: T-S NS 77.3; T-S NS 77.2 (join with T-S NS 77.3); T-S NS 12.22; T-S NS 248.2; T-S NS 248.3 (join with T-S NS 248.2); T-S A 4.30; T-S A2.1; T-S NS 20.14; T-S NS 12.2.
Monumental Bare Wide-Ranging (Oriental to Italian; Three-column)

These manuscripts are smaller than those of the aforementioned groups, and all lack Masoretic notes.

- 27–30.5 cm long x 24.4–29.5 cm wide
- 32–39 lines
- Mainly square format
- Majority not pricked
- Wide margins predominate
- Decoration only on one manuscript
- All scripts are small
- Reading cycles generally unmarked, but, where occurring, mark the sedarim
- Majority have NST vocalisation

Small Oriental Codex\(^{39}\) (Two-column)

This group is a relatively homogeneous group of manuscripts, which, like the small Italian-Byzantine manuscripts above, are

\(^{38}\) The majority of the manuscripts in this group are Egyptian (late) or Southwestern Oriental–Italian-Byzantine. Members: T-S A 2.30 (Egyptian, post-eleventh c.); T-S NS 51.22 (Southwestern Oriental or Italian-Byzantine); T-S NS 282.69 (may be a join with T-S NS 51.22) T-S AS 64.242 (Southwestern Oriental or Italian-Byzantine); T-S AS 66.52 (Egypt, post-eleventh c.).

\(^{39}\) Members: Or 1080.A4.10 (Northwestern Oriental, probably Egypt); T-S AS 28.259 (Southwestern Oriental); T-S Misc 9.80 (Egyptian, post-eleventh c.); T-S Misc 1.46 (Egyptian, post-eleventh c.); T-S A 1.2 (probably Southwestern Oriental); T-S NS 19.16 (probably Egyptian).
small. It can be seen as a counterpart to the Small Italian-Byzantine Codex.

- 14.6–17 cm long x 12.5–14.6 cm wide
- 19–25 lines which are set together and very compact
- Portrait format (with one square manuscript)
- Pricking on the inside margin (except for a square manuscript which pricks the outside, $\chi^2 = 0.0820$, Fishers’ Exact = insignificant)
- Decoration is rare, and associated with manuscripts marking the parasha (manuscripts marking the seder do not have decoration)
- No manuscripts have full Masorah
- Margins are average, except for the one NST manuscript, which has narrow vertical margins
- Inverse relation between the size of the script and the number of lines; manuscripts with a ‘small’ script size could have more than 20 lines, but manuscripts with an ‘average’ script size did not have more than 20 lines

Oriental Bare Square Group\(^{40}\) (Three-column)

This is the only three-column group to have manuscripts with an Oriental (Egypt-Palestine) script style and to include scripts from no other regions.

- 30.6–32.8 cm long x 31.5–36.7 cm wide
- 28–32 lines
- Square-landscape format
- Inside pricking

\(^{40}\) Members: T-S NS 19.29; T-S NS 56.5; T-S NS 65.34; T-S NS 67.6.
• Narrow-regular margins
• Small script size
• Masorah is rare (hence the ‘bare’ label)
• Sedarim marked twice, the parasha marked once
• No NST vocalisation occurs in the group

Large Monumental Egyptian\textsuperscript{41} (Two-column)

These manuscripts are very homogeneous as a group, and they have one feature which connects them to the Small Italian group in the section above: the tendency to mark the Palestinian Triennial Seder.

• 31.4–37.2 cm long x 25.2–31 cm wide
• 23–25 lines
• All have portrait format
• Outside pricking (except for the NST manuscripts, Fisher’s Exact = 0.09524).
• The majority have wide bottom margin
• Sparse decoration
• Average script
• Most of the manuscripts have full Masorah
• Mainly mark the sedarim
• The only manuscript with a small script size is also the only manuscript to mark both the parashot and the sedarim

\textsuperscript{41} Members: T-S A 4.4; T-S A5.3; T-S A 4.8; T-S A 4.9; T-S NS 68.22; T-S NS 74.43; T-S A 2.5; T-S NS 78.31.
Average Monumental Oriental\textsuperscript{42} (Two-column)

This group is the most informal of all the groups represented in the two-column corpus. This is due mainly to the fact that most of them are either re-written in a very clumsy hand, or the hand is not very sophisticated. Regardless, these manuscripts still contain sophisticated codicological features.

- 18.3–23 cm long x 15.1–18.13 cm wide
- 16–18 lines
- Portrait format
- Regular-wide margins
- Decoration occurs in only one manuscript
- Average-medium script (on account of overwriting or lack of sophistication)
- Most have full Masorah
- Most do not mark any reading cycle
- Palaeography difficult to identify due to overwriting, but they appear mainly Oriental

Square Egyptian-Palestinian\textsuperscript{43} (Two-column)

This is a group of Oriental manuscripts which all have a square format and most of them typically have full Masorah. They are

\textsuperscript{42} Members: T-S NS 12.4; T-S NS 17.30; T-S NS 51.31; T-S NS 57.22; T-S NS 73.4; T-S NS 161.270; T-S NS 279.74; T-S NS 282.59; Or 1080.A4.16.

\textsuperscript{43} Members: Or 1080.A3.9; Or 1080.A1.18; T-S NS 65.32; T-S NS 24.38; T-S NS 23.25; T-S NS 22.22; T-S NS 20.25; T-S NS 57.20; Lewis-Gibson Bible 3.25; T-S NS 72.4; T-S NS 77.25; T-S NS 78.44; T-S NS 20.20; T-S NS 65.29; T-S NS 73.13; T-S NS 8.42; T-S Misc 2.74.
typically smaller than the Monumental group, but still have many sophisticated features.

- 19.1–24.3 cm long x 19.3–24.5 cm wide
- 14–17 lines
- Tend to have outside pricking
- Margins typically all wide, or bottom-wide
- Sparse decoration
- Wide range of script size
- Full Masorah
- Half mark the *sedarim*, half mark the *parashot*

Monumental Bare Oriental (Egyptian-Palestinian)\(^\text{44}\) (Three-column)

- 25.1–30.9 cm long x 22.6–28.6 cm wide
- 20–24 lines
- Divided between portrait and square format
- Inside, outside, and no pricking present
- Majority do not mark reading cycles; those that do are square
- Wide-regular margins predominate
- Small-average script
- Masorah is rare, and only Masorah Parva present
- Majority are ST; NST manuscripts have a small script

\(^\text{44}\) Members: T-S A 5.8; T-S NS 18.5; T-S NS 65.26; T-S NS 65.39; T-S NS 65.46; T-S NS 76.48; T-S NS 180.54; T-S NS 319.101; T-S A 2.45; T-S NS 7.24; T-S NS 23.14; T-S NS 66.12; T-S NS 75.12; T-S NS 75.25; T-S NS 77.25; T-S NS 77.5; T-S AS 8.123; Lewis-Gibson Bible 2.37.
Monumental Oriental\textsuperscript{45} (Three-column)

- 27.1–35 cm long x 27.9–33.9 cm wide
- 17–22 lines
- Majority portrait
- Pricking mainly on outside or not visible
- Wide-bottom or all-wide margins predominate
- Sparse decoration
- Average script size
- Full Masorah is uncommon (those with full Masorah have NST: $\chi^2 = 0.0154$, Fisher’s Exact = 0.0119).

Oriental-Byzantine Landscape\textsuperscript{46} (Two-column)

This is the smallest group identified by the algorithms, containing only a few manuscripts. These manuscripts, however, are distinct from any other group in that they have a landscape format (width longer than the length). No correlational statistics could be run to test the strength of their features since they all are so alike.

- 14.8–19.1 cm long x 18.8–26.2 cm wide

\textsuperscript{45} Members: T-S A 2.42; T-S A 2.41; T-S A 2.29; T-S A 1.25; T-S Misc 1.122; T-S NS 8.6; T-S NS 24.31; T-S NS 72.18; T-S NS 73.31; T-S NS 75.20; T-S NS 76.24; Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.56; T-S AS 27.75; T-S NS 21.40; T-S A 2.51; T-S A 4.20; T-S NS 24.25; T-S NS 23.1; T-S A 4.28; T-S A 5.12; T-S NS 13.37; T-S NS 21.29; T-S AS 1.249; Lewis Gibson Bible 3.42; T-S A 1.23; T-S NS 19.23; T-S NS 23.6; T-S A 3.14; T-S A 3.23; T-S A 1.11.

\textsuperscript{46} Members: T-S A1.56; Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.12; Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.14; T-S A41.18; T-S NS 65.24; Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.12 and Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.14 are joins.
• 8–18 lines
• Favour pricking on the outside margin
• Regular to all-wide margins
• Medium-average script size
• All have full Masorah

Large Monumental Egypt-Palestine Codex\(^47\) (Three-column)

• 32.8–36.3 cm long x 28.2–31.8 cm wide
• 29–30 lines
• All have portrait format
• All have outside pricking
• All have wide-bottom margins
• Decoration is sparse
• Half have an average script size, half have a small script size
• Only one manuscript has full Masorah
• NST vocalisation predominates

4.5. Discussion of Clustering Results

Though only a few of the thirty total groups found in the research are presented here, the results indicate two main findings.

Firstly, the most important variables for codicological clustering tend to be dimensions and number of lines.

Secondly, the codicological groups exist on a spectrum: on one side are the groups containing mainly (or only) Italian-Byzantine manuscripts; in the middle are groups containing wide-ranging manuscripts, from Sephardi to Italian-Palestinian to

\(^47\) Members: T-S NS 77.1; T-S NS 78.34; T-S NS 173.81; T-S AS 67.131.
Egyptian; at the other end are groups containing mainly (or only) Egyptian manuscripts. This indicates that some codicological formats were perhaps regional, while others were more widespread. Most importantly, the manuscripts are also visually similar to the others within their respective groups.

5.0. A Linguistic Typology of Non-Standard Tiberian Vocalisation: The Presentation of the Clustering Results

The linguistic findings presented below were clustered using the three clustering algorithms discussed above. Then the clusters were assessed by a thorough linguistic analysis. The results of the clustering generally fit into the schema that appears below, which was developed independently from the statistical analysis, through rigorous linguistic analysis of the data. Due to limited space, I have chosen to prioritise the presentation of the linguistic results of the clustering analysis over the specific statistical details behind the results.

The findings are organised first by presenting the manuscripts of the main groups established by the clustering and linguistic analysis. Then, manuscripts which are connected to the main groups, but which are outliers in some way, are presented separately and the reason for their uniqueness is described. Furthermore, the two-column group had a small subgroup of individual outliers which did not connect clearly with any main group; these are summarised in footnote 49.

---

48 Thanks to Geoffrey Khan for his assistance in developing this schema.
In the schema below, there are two hierarchies of vowel interchange. Patterns X and Y are notational, while the numbered patterns 1 and 2 (and the subtypes) may reflect phonetic changes induced by language contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Phonological Background</strong></th>
<th><strong>Vowel Interchange Patterns</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notational interchanges of the shewa sign for other signs with the same sound</td>
<td><strong>Pattern X:</strong> Shewa-pataḥ interchange (reflecting traditions where shewa was pronounced [a])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting a ‘Palestinian’ pronunciation with five vowels (one /a/ and one /e/) and/or phonetic Aramaic language contact</td>
<td><strong>Pattern 1:</strong> Pataḥ-qameṣ and Ṣere-segol interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different patterns reflecting a reduced vowel inventory to three vowels, indicative of phonetic Arabic language contact</td>
<td><strong>Pattern 2:</strong> Pataḥ-segol interchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Two-column manuscripts: NST Linguistic Typology

The results below describe the language features of selected manuscripts within all of the clustering groups found (alongside their
corresponding schema patterns). Not all manuscripts within the
groups are presented here. The full lists of manuscripts are in the
corresponding footnotes for each group. Note that specific vowel
interchanges are reported with the vowel that appears in the
manuscript first, and the vowel which appears in L second, after
a hyphen. For example, a pataḥ for segol interchange is written:
pataḥ-segol.

There were a few main groups established by the clustering: (1) the Byzantine trio: Italian-Byzantine manuscripts which
all had a specific pattern of NST use of diacritics; (2) the Ortho-
epic group, which contained manuscripts that used NST features
to reinforce an ST pronunciation; (3) Lexically-Specific NST man-
uscripts: those which had only NST features on specific words;
(4) a group of manuscripts exhibiting a three-way interchange
between šere, segol, and pataḥ.⁴⁹

⁴⁹ There also were four manuscripts which were found by the computer
to be unique individual outliers unconnected to these four main groups.
These are: T-S NS 248.5, which has the Byzantine trio with a more ex-
tensive profile of vowel interchange than expected, viz. Schema 2a; Or
1080.A1.2, which has partial features of the Byzantine trio with a dif-
ferent profile of vowel interchange, viz. Schema 2; T-S AS 65.125,
which has sign interchange, and fits the closest to the 2e schema, but
lacks any interchange involving qames; T-S NS 17.30, which both has
sign interchanges and appears to fit schema 2e, although it is very dam-
aged and the readings are tentative.
5.1.1. The Byzantine Trio of Features (Schema Patterns X, Y, 1, 1a)\(^{50}\)

The following collection of two-column manuscripts contains a clear pattern which I have called the ‘Byzantine trio of features’. This pattern was found solely by the computer clustering. The Byzantine trio is as follows:

- *Dagesh/Mappiq*\(^{51}\) occurs in consonantal ‘alef, contrasting with *rafe* on mater lectionis ‘alef and on historical spellings of ‘alef that have no consonantal pronunciation. Its function is to differentiate consonantal and non-consonantal ‘alefs, thereby ensuring that consonantal pronunciation is preserved. *Mappiq* is typically also extended from word-final *heh* to word-initial and word-medial *heh* and has the same function of marking the *heh* as consonantal.

\(^{50}\) Other members: T-S NS 248.16; T-S NS 248.9 (no word-final *shewa* occurs because the passage does not have a word-final ‘ayin or *het*); T-S NS 248.17;

\(^{51}\) There is controversy around whether this dot should be identified as *mappiq* or *dagesh*. It can be seen to function as *mappiq* in that it differentiates consonantal from non-consonantal ‘alef. It also, however, ensures the pronunciation of consonantal ‘alef. The Karaite grammarian Ibn Nūḥ treated this feature as gemination of ‘alef, and Karaite Arabic transcriptions of the Bible place a *shadda* (the Arabic gemination sign) on consonantal ‘alef (Khan 2020, §1.1.1) This allows for the possibility that the scribes using this sign considered it a *dagesh* rather than *mappiq*. 
• Extended use of *dagesh* to certain ‘weak’ consonants after a vowelless consonant: mainly *lamed*, *mem*, and *nun*, but occasionally on sibilants such as *sin*, *shin*, and *samekh*, and the emphatics ṭet, ṣade, and *qof*. In some manuscripts in the group, these consonants without the *dagesh* take *rafe*.

• The presence of a silent *shewa* on word-final ‘ʿayin and ḥet. This has the function of ensuring a word-final guttural is pronounced by explicitly marking that the consonant closes the syllable.

While these features can independently appear in manuscripts from other groups, they occur together in this trio only in manuscripts with Italian/Byzantine or distinct Palestinian scripts. The most noteworthy manuscripts with the trio are as follows:

T-S NS 21.6 places *dagesh/mappiq* in consonantal ʿalef consistently. It places *rafe* over the ʿalefs in הִשְׂרָאֹל ‘Israel’, and in והאמ ‘and he said’.\(^52\) It puts *dagesh* in ‘weak’ consonants after a vowelless consonant: mainly in *lamed*, *mem*, and *nun*, but also three times in *samekh* (אֶל־סִיחוֹן ‘to Siḥon’ Num. 21.21, etc.), once in ṣade (ךָּבְאַרְּצָה ‘in your land’ Num. 21.22), and once in *qof* (וְׂנִשְׂקָפָה ‘and overlooking’ Num. 21.20). It puts word-final *shewa* on ‘ʿayin and ḥet to close a syllable (וַיְשֶׁמַע ‘and he heard’ Num. 21.3).

---

\(^52\) The pronunciation of this word in this scribe’s tradition apparently elided the glottal stop and combined the two vowels together in a diphthong: [yisrael] instead of [yisraʾel].
T-S NS 248.11 is in keeping with the patterns of the manuscripts above. It also places *rafe* on *mater lectionis* ʾalef (יֲגַלְּעָָ֕ד ‘to ‘Azazel’ Lev. 16.26). It has extended use of *dagesh* on ‘weak’ consonants after vowelless consonants and places *rafe* on consonants without *dagesh* (including *yod* and *šade*: יָֺֽֿעֲזָא זֵֿ֔ל ʾalef ‘and he will come out’ Lev. 16.24).

Or 1080.A4.18 regularly places *dagesh* in consonantal ʾalef (though it is sometimes omitted). It also places *dagesh* on word-internal and word-initial *heh* with a vocalisation sign (for example, יִיָּהוּ ‘they shall be’ Num. 28.19, instead of יַיֵּהוּ). *Rafe* occurs on *mater lectionis* ʾalef consistently. Similarly, ‘extended’ *dagesh* on weak consonants after vowelless consonants occurs. Word-final *shewa* occurs twice on *het* to indicate the closing of a syllable; it also occurs twice to replace furtive *pataḥ* with *shewa* (for example, יִיְהָּא ‘pleasant’ Num. 28.24, instead of יִיָּהָא).

The general patterns of vowel interchanges within this group are all consistently similar and minimal (interchanges do not occur more than a few times per manuscript). The manuscripts generally fit into the schema patterns X, Y, 1, and 1a. This possibly indicates an underlying ‘Palestinian’ vowel system with one /a/ and one /e/ vowel. Noteworthy examples:

All but two manuscripts53 in the group interchange *šere-segal* at least once (T-S NS 21.6: יִירְעֵּעַ נֲעַ for נִט הָּאֶ for ‘spread out’

---

53 T-S NS 248.16 and T-S NS 248.17 do not have a segol-*šere* interchange. They do, however, have a slight profile of raised vowels. For example, T-S NS 248.16 has *hireq* for vocalic *shewa* once: לִגוּלְּהָּא נָא for לִגוּלְּעָָ֕ד ‘to Gilad’

All but one (T-S NS 248.9) have patah/qames interchange (T-S NS 248.16: גָּד for גָּד ‘Gad’ [Num. 26.15]; Or 1080.A4.18: יִירַָּ֨ש for יִירַַּ֨ש ‘and he seized’ Num. 21.24, and בַּשַַּׁ֑ם for בַּשַָּׁ֑ם ‘of oil’ Num. 28.28).

There is a slight tendency to interchange hireq with shewa and hireq with sere (Or 1080.A4.18: וַיִירַָּ֨ש for וַיִירַַּ֨ש ‘leaning’ Num. 21.15).

5.1.2. Byzantine Trio Outlier: T-S Misc 2.75 (Schema Patterns X, Y, 1a)

This manuscript was separated by the clustering algorithm from the aforementioned manuscripts because of its extremely high count of dagesh in ʿalef (66 times) and unexpected dagesh in ‘weak’ consonants (95 times). The manuscript, however, contains the full ‘Byzantine trio of features’ as well as two additional vowel interchanges. These are: shewa for qamesחְָּ֖צְּתִי for חָפַָּ֖צְּתִי, ‘I [do not] want’ Deut. 25.8) and sere for segolאֵּ֣בֶּן for אֵֶּּ֣בֶּן ‘stone’ Deut. 25.13).

Num. 26.29, T-S NS 248.17 has (clearly) a hireq for a pataḥ: מַלְׂאַ for מַלְׂאַ ‘angel of’ (Num. 22.35). Thus they fit within schema patterns X and Y.
5.1.3. Orthoepy: NST use of Tiberian Vowel Graphemes for Orthoepic Purposes (No Schema Pattern)

These manuscripts use the non-standard placement of Tiberian dagesh and mappiq as orthoepic measures to ensure that weak consonants are correctly pronounced. Apart from a few sporadic vowel interchanges, the vocalisation of the manuscripts is otherwise ST and the pronunciation is ST with some orthoepic enhancements in the form of geminated weak consonants. The vowel interchanges are, for the most part, sign interchanges that do not represent a phonetic deviation from ST pronunciation.

- T-S A3.8: all /bgdkft/ letters in this manuscript without dagesh have rafe. Quiescent ‘alef takes rafe (for example, וַיֶּ֣א מֶּרֶּ֣ר ‘and he said’ Lev. 10.3, etc.), but consonantal ‘alef does not have dagesh. Three times the scribe reinforces ‘weak’ consonants (sibilants and sonorants) after a vowel with dagesh (ךַָּ֖שּׁים for קַָ֖שּׁים ‘holies’ Lev. 10.12; בֵּֽמְקֹֽם for בֵּֽמֹקַּ֖ם ‘in [the] place’ Lev. 10.13; אָּֽרָּ֖שָׁ֖ים for אָּֽרָּ֖שָׁ֖ים ‘your heads’ Lev. 10.6). Mappiq is marked in non-final consonantal heh (הָֽא for אָֽה ‘she’ Lev. 11.6). The only vowel interchange is ḥaṭef qameṣ for qameṣ once (הֳע דֵָֿ֔ה for הָע דֵָֿ֔ה ‘the community’ Lev. 10.17).

- T-S AS 66.179: this is an Italian-Byzantine manuscript that exhibits extended use of dagesh in only a few instances: once in lamed, and twice in ‘ayin (חָטֶּ֥ו for חָטֶּ֥ו ‘the younger’ Gen. 19.31), and once in qof (לָשׁוֹ for לָשׁוֹ ‘let us drink’ Gen. 19.32). Dagesh also occurs on a ‘weak’ consonant at the end of the word after a vowel (אֶֽנֶּ֥י [אֶֽנֶּ֥י ‘I am God’ Gen. 19.31).
17.1) and also in word-final *mater lectionis yod* in יָד רֵאִי ‘seeing’ Gen. 16.13). The first *heh* of the Tetragrammaton takes *mappiq* in two cases. Word-final *shewa* occurs twice in ‘atyn.\(^{54}\) This manuscript has sporadic sign interchanges: once *patah* is substituted for *ḥatef patah* (חַש כָֹ֥ה ‘darkness’ Gen. 15.12), and twice *patah* is used in place of *sere* (תִּקָבַָּ֖ר ‘you will be buried’ Gen. 15.15 and קָדַָּ֖ש for ‘holy’ Gen. 16.14). Despite the minor vowel interchange, the holistic picture indicates a basic ST pronunciation with orthoepic features.

5.1.4. Orthoepic Group Outlier: T-S AS 64.206 (No Schema Pattern)

This Italian-Byzantine manuscript has features inherently connected to the orthoepic group. Its features, however, are not sporadic, but rather systematic. The comprehensive details of this manuscript are published elsewhere.\(^{55}\)

---

\(^{54}\) The manuscript does not have *dagesh* in ‘ālef, and so it does not belong in the ‘Byzantine Trio’ group.

\(^{55}\) I give a comprehensive overview of this manuscript in my Genizah Fragment of the Month article, April 2019: http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/departments/taylor-schechter-genizah-research-unit/fragment-month/fotm-2019/fragment-2
5.1.5. Orthoepic Group Outlier: T-S NS 248.23 (Schema Pattern 1—minimal)

This Italian-Byzantine manuscript is associated with the orthoepic group because it has one orthoepic NST feature: the placement of *dagesh* in every consonantal *ʾalef* (and *rafe* placed over every quiescent *ʾalef*). It is unique because the NST features are otherwise minimal. Examples: כָּשֶׁר ‘your god’ (six times), כָּשֶׁר ‘as’ (twice), *

*object marker (ten times). An example of *rafe* over quiescent *ʾalef*: הָ֖וּא ‘him’ (verso, col. 1, line 8). Three times *dagesh* is placed in *lamed* in word-initial position after a vowelless consonant to strengthen it (לֹא ‘no’). There are only two vowel interchanges: one instance of *ḥireq* for *ḥaṭef* segol on the word אֱּלֹהִים ‘God, gods’. This probably does not represent a difference in pronunciation, particularly as all the other vowels are all represented with ST orthography. These manuscripts are both Oriental (Egypt-Palestine) in their palaeography.

5.1.6. ST Codices with Lexically-Specific NST features (No Schema Pattern)

This group is the most standard of the two-column manuscripts. It consists of those manuscripts which contain a few one-off NST features that do not form a particular pattern, alongside one NST feature that occurs in a lexically-specific pattern on only one word throughout. This feature is the placement of *shewa* for *hatef segol* on the word אלהים ‘God, gods’. This probably does not represent a difference in pronunciation, particularly as all the other vowels are all represented with ST orthography. These manuscripts are both Oriental (Egypt-Palestine) in their palaeography. The manuscripts in this group are:
T-S NS 68.22 (ךָאְלֹהֵֶֿ֔י 'your god' three times,)\textsuperscript{56}
T-S NS 78.47 (ByEmail 'God, gods’ three times).

5.1.7. Three-Way Interchange: \( \text{sere-segol-patah} \) (Pattern 2b, \( X \))\textsuperscript{57}

These manuscripts all present this three-way interchange and lack interchanges with \( qames \). They also have \( hatef \) vowel sign interchanges which are not phonetic but only notational. They exhibit Palestinian and Byzantine palaeography. The most noteworthy member of this group is:

T-S AS 67.133: Vowel interchanges: \( patah-segol \) (once: \( י רָאַַּ֨ה \) for \( י רָאֶַּּ֨ה \) 'he will appear' Deut. 16.16); \( segol-patah \) (once: \( בָָּקֵָּ֣ר \) for \( בַבָָּקֵָּ֣ר \) 'for cattle' Deut. 14.25). Sign interchanges: \( patah-shewa \) (once: \( בְׂאַָּ֨סְׂפֲךֵָֿֿא \) for \( בְׂאַָּ֨סְׂפְׂךֵָֿֿ \) 'when you gather' Deut. 16.13); \( hatef patah-shewa \) (once).

\textsuperscript{56} This manuscript also has an unexpected \( mappiq \) in \( מַעֲשֶֹּ֥ה \) 'work of Deut. 28.12.

\textsuperscript{57} Other members: T-S Misc 1.46 (very Oriental script); T-S A4.3.
5.1.8. The outlier: Lewis Gibson Bible 1.75 (Schema Pattern 2, X)

This manuscript is connected to the above three-way interchange group in that it has patah and segol interchanges, but is an outlier because it lacks any interchange with šere, making it unique. Like the previous group, it lacks qames interchange and has a high level of non-phonetic sign interchange. Vowel interchanges:
patah-segol (חתול for חַתָּלֶּה ‘portion’ Gen. 27.16); segol-patah (once: נֶפֶתֶל for נַפֶתֶל ‘Naftali’ Gen. 30.8); shewa-segol (once: תְּבוֹכָךָ for תְּבוֹכָךָ ‘my soul may bless you’ Gen. 27.25); patah-ḥatef segol (once: הו for הו ‘be’ Gen. 27.29). Sign interchanges: patah-ḥatef patah (25 times); patah-shewa and shewa-patah (once each); segol-ḥatef segol (lexically specific: אל ‘your God’ five times).

5.2. Three-column Manuscripts: Non-Standard Linguistic Typology

The main difference between the two-column manuscript data and the three-column data is that manuscripts in the two-column corpus tend to have small, discrete counts of features with a moderate number of vowel interchange. The three-column corpus has a few manuscripts with extremely high counts of one or two types of vowel interchange. It also has manuscripts with complex patterns of vowel interchange, while the two-column corpus tends to have simpler interchange patterns. Because of these outliers and complexity, I relied only on the k-modes algorithm, as it is less affected by high or low feature counts.

The main groups found were: (1) the Minimal Application group: one group of one manuscript with very minimal, lexically
specific NST; (2) The Orthoepic group: manuscripts which mainly used NST features to reinforce ST pronunciation (alongside some vowel interchange possibly indicative of a Palestinian Hebrew substrate); (3) the two-way interchange group fitting with Schema 2; (4) the three-way interchange group fitting Schema 2b; (5) the three-way interchange group fitting Schema 2c; (6) the five-way interchange group fitting Schema 2e; (7) the largest outlier, which fit Schema 2d.

5.2.1. Minimal Application of NST

Unlike the two-column group, there is only one manuscript in the three-column group that has a minimal application of NST: T-S NS 76.32 (Italian-Byzantine). It only has the lexically-specific application of shewa for the haṭef segol in אְלֹהִֵֿ֔ים for אֱּלֹהִֵֿ֔ים ‘God, gods’ eight times).

5.2.2. Orthoepic Features with Interference from a Palestinian Substrate

The manuscripts in this group tend to have some orthoepic use of dagesh, alongside vowel interchanges reflecting a Palestinian type of pronunciation, as well as sign interchanges involving shewa and haṭef vowels.

Noteworthy manuscripts in this group include:

---

58 Other members: T-S NS 248.20; T-S NS 248.12; T-S NS 248.2 (regularly places dagesh in word-final ’alef; T-S NS 75.8 (occasionally places dagesh in qof and ’ayin (for example, וְעָמַּר for וְעָמַר ‘with him’ Gen. 32.7, קָטֹנְּתִי for קָטֹנְּתִי ‘I am unworthy’ Gen. 32.11); T-S A2.30; Or 1080.A3.21 (Patterns X, 1); T-S NS 283.23; T-S A5.12.
T-S NS 248.18 (Schema Patterns Y, 1):

*Dagesh* occurs in ‘weak’ consonants after vowelless consonants and in consonantal *’alef*. *Pataḥ* for *qames* occurs twice (for example, מְסֵפֶּר for ‘number’ Num. 9.20). *Ḥireq* for *shewa* occurs once (יִהְוָה for ‘he will be’ Num. 9.21). It is not, however, a perfect fit with Pattern 1: it lacks a *segol*-ṣere interchange.

T-S NS 78.34 (Schema Patterns X, 1a):

This manuscript would belong to group 1a according the schema presented above. It is a fragment with a Palestinian-Byzantine script that has occasional use of *dagesh* to fortify weak consonants (but does not have *dagesh* in *’alef*). It exhibits the vowel interchange *segol* for ṣere (twice) and the sign interchange *shewa* for *ḥatef pataḥ* (twice).

T-S AS 67.131 (Schema Patterns X, 1a):

*Pataḥ* for ḥatef pataḥ (seventeen times), *pataḥ* for shewa (בַעֵַֽֿרְׂב ֵּ֣ת for בְׂעֵַֽֿרְׂב ֵּ֣ת ‘in the steppes [of Moab]’ Num. 26.3, reflecting the pronunciation of vocalic shewa; and וָמַָּׁ֑עַלָה for וָמַָּׁ֑עְׂלָה ‘and higher’ Num. 26.4, where ST has a silent shewa). *Shewa* for ṣere occurs once. Ṣere and segol interchange in both directions occurs three times.

Lewis-Gibson Bible 3.34 (Schema Patterns X, Y, 1a)

Occasional patterns of *dagesh/rafe* on *’alef* occur. Vowel interchange: ṣere-segol, regularly (אֶלְׂעָלֶַּּׁ֑א for אֶלְׂעָל ַּׁ֑א ‘Elʿale’ Num. 32.37; וַיָ֖ור ש for וַיָ֖ורֶּש ‘and he disposessed’ Num. 32.39). The following can be identified as sign interchanges: *pataḥ* with ḥatef pataḥ; shewa with hireq (סְיח ן for סִיח ן ‘Siḥon’ Num. 32.33).
T-S NS 77.1 (Schema Group 1):

On one occasion it shows use of dagesh in a weak letter after a vowelless consonant, i.e., in consonantal ‘alef, and multiple times on word-final consonantal waw (meaning ‘Esau’ three times). Vowel interchange: šere-segal (35 times) and segol-šere (twelve times); pataḥ-qames (ninety times); qames-pataḥ (twice). There are also sign interchanges involving ḫaṭef vowels.

5.2.3. Two-Way Interchange: Schema Group 2

The manuscripts here all have a very simple pattern of vowel interchange that fits into Schema Group 2, have very few orthoepic features, and often fail to put dagesh where expected. All of the manuscripts in this group have an Oriental (Egypt-Palestine) palaeography. Noteworthy members:

T-S A1.25:

This is an Oriental manuscript that interchanges pataḥ for segol (three times) and interchanges segol for pataḥ (once). The naqdan also places shewa with quiescent ‘alef (for example, לאְמ ֵּר, ‘saying’ twice). Once the qere is written rather than the ketiv (גוֹיִם for גִים, ‘nations’ Gen. 25.23).

T-S A2.1:

Pataḥ-šere occurs once (הַעַד הַעַד for ‘you warned’ Exod. 19.23), but this is not consistent in the text and so does not form

---

59 Other members: T-S NS 20.14; T-S NS 78.41.
a pattern. Instead, *pataḥ-segol* (including *ḥaṭef* vowels) interchanges much more regularly (six times). There is also the sign interchange *pataḥ-ḥaṭef pataḥ*.

5.2.4. Three-Way Interchange: Schema Group 2b

These Oriental manuscripts are similar to the group above in that they have slight orthoepic features and many instances of missing *dagesh*, but they differ in that *qamesḥ* is included in their vocalic interchange pattern.

T-S NS 24.16:

This has some orthoepic features, such as *dagesh* in weak letters after a vowel (e.g. *mem*: פּוּג ‘goats’ Num. 29.25, *lamed*, ‘ayin); also *dagesh/mappiq* in consonantal *yod* (כָּרִי ‘as lions’ Num. 24.9) and consonantal *ʿalef* (םָּלַיְי ‘rams’ Num. 29.13). Normal use of *dagesh lene* and *forte* is mainly missing (absent 131 times). Vowel interchanges: *pataḥ-qamesḥ; qamesḥ-pataḥ; pataḥ-segol*. The following can be identified as sign interchanges: *shewa-ḥaṭef pataḥ; shewa-hireq* (שֶׁנֶּאִים for שֶנֶּאִים ‘two’ Num. 29.26).

T-S NS 18.5:

This Egyptian manuscript has sporadic orthoepic features involving *dagesh* alongside an extensive pattern of vowel interchange. Vowel interchanges: *Qamesḥ-segol* (וַיִּשָּׁמֶר for וַיִּשָּׁמֶר ‘and he said’ Num. 14.41; וּתְיֲָגְפִּנה for וּתְיֲָגְפִּנה ‘you stumble’ Num. 14.42).

60 Other members: T-S NS 23.31; T-S AS 8.123; T-S NS 284.85

61 I arrived at this conclusion upon consultation with Judith Olszowy-Schlanger.
5.2.5. Three-Way Interchange Outlier (Schema Pattern 2a, X):

Lewis Gibson Bible 3.12:

This manuscript is an outlier which is connected to the Group 2 interchange manuscripts in that it exhibits pattern 2a, but is separate because it places shewa at the end of the word to close the syllable 37 times on many letters: lamed, taw, mem, resh, heh, dalet, ’ayin (notable examples: נָשִׂיא for ‘chief’ (Num. 7.42); בֶּן־דְּעֹא for ‘bull’; שֶׁקֶל for ‘shekel’; syllable-initial ’ayin בֶּן־דְּעֹא for ‘son of Deuel’). Vowel interchange: Qames-pataḥ once each (וּלְּזֵבָח for ‘and for a sacrifice’ Num. 7:59 and הְׂשָלָמִים for ‘the peace offering’ Num. 7.58). Pataḥ-qames twice. Patah-segol once (בַּן־בָּקְר for ‘of the herd’ Num. 7.51. Frequent sign interchange involving ḥatef signs, pataḥ and shewa.

5.2.6. Three-Way Interchange (Schema Pattern 2c)

T-S AS 66.52:

Egypt, post-eleventh c. Vowel interchanges: segol-ṣere, shewa, and pataḥ (one each); qames-shewa (דָּוִד for ‘or selling him’ Deut. 24.7), and ḥatef vowel sign interchanges.
T-S A3.15:

Egypt, post-twelfth c. This manuscript has sporadic orthoepic features: dagesh in ʾalef and mappiq in non-final consonantal heh (once each). Vowel interchanges: Hireq-segol, hireq-ṣere, pataḥ-segol (five times), segol-pataḥ (once), pataḥ-ṣere (once: הַמִזְׂב for הַמִזְׂבַח ‘the altar’ Lev. 4.30).

5.2.7. Five-Way Interchange (Schema Pattern 2e)\textsuperscript{62}

T-S A5.7:

An Egyptian manuscript. Dagesh in ʿayin occurs twice (צאר ‘Zoar’ Deut. 34.3; צע in your eyes’ (Deut. 34.4). Vowel interchanges: hireq-pataḥ ( הטוב for ‘Naftali’ Deut. 34.2), hireq-segol twice (אני for ‘I will give it’ Deut. 34.4); pataḥ-qames (עבד for يصل ‘he [does not] know’ Deut. 33.9; also qames hatuf הֶל for הַל Teil for scalp’ Deut. 33.20); qames-pataḥ (ובשנא for והנה for ‘and in his majesty’ Deut. 33.26\textsuperscript{63}); pataḥ-segol; segol-ṣere; ṣere-segol occurs twice (ברזל for ‘iron’ Deut. 33.25).

\textsuperscript{62} Other members: T-S NS 67.20; Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.56.

\textsuperscript{63} The bet was placed above the word as a substitute for the consonantal waw (see the verso, col. 3, line 18). This indicates that fricative bet had the same phonetic realisation as consonantal waw. This phenomenon is also seen in a Genizah manuscript of the Torah written by an unprofessional writer, i.e., a child or layman (determined by the unsophisticated nature of the handwriting): T-S A21.125, where the manuscript has הֵחֲוִילֵה for הֵחַבִילֵה ‘Ḥavilah’ (Gen. 2.11).
T-S NS 282.69:

This Italian-Byzantine manuscript has a few orthoepic features: 

dagesh occurs once in mem after a vowel and once in ‘ayin after a vowel (בָעַָּׁ֑רֶּּֿ֔ for בָעַָּׁ֑רֶּּֿ֔). Dagesh in consonantal ‘alef occurs once (וְׂכָאַיֵָֽֿ֗ל for וְׂכָאַיֵָֽֿ֗).

Vowel interchanges: shewa-segal (פֵֶּֿ֔סַח for פֵֶּֿ֔סַח ‘Passover’ twice,); shewa-segal occurs once, as well as for ātēf vowels; qames-silent shewa occurs once (לְׂבָבְׂךֶָּֿ֗ for לְׂבָבָךֶָּֿ֗ ‘your heart’ Deut. 15.7, thereby adding a syllable to the word). Qames-pataḥ, and qames-holem once (עַּׁ֑נִי for עַַֿ֑נִי ‘affliction’ Deut. 16.3). Hireq-pataḥ (והָֿ֑ג for והָֿ֑ג ‘you’ Deut. 16.11). Shewa occurs on the first heh of the Tetragrammaton.

5.2.8. The Major Outlier T-S NS 72.1 (Schema Pattern 2d)

This Egyptian manuscript (twelfth c.) was consistently placed alone in the clustering. It has the highest concentration of NST features of all the manuscripts. In twelve columns of text (with 30 lines per column), 454 words had NST features. The manuscript has seventeen different vowel interchanges (of varying distributions), but the main features are pataḥ-sere-segal-qames all interchanging as allophones of /a/:

- Pataḥ-shewa (בֵּצַּֽךְ for ‘through’ Gen. 26.8)
- Pataḥ-sere (once: זְלֵּֽלְ for זְלֵּֽלְ ‘and he went’ Gen. 26.17)
- Pataḥ-hireq (once for פָֹֿלַשְׂתִֵֿ֔ים ‘Philistines’ Gen. 26.8)
- Pataḥ-segal (זְּלֵּֽלְ for זְּלֵּֽלְ ‘and was set’ Gen. 24.33 ketiv)
- Segol-sere (ךְֶּ forךְֶּ ‘your offspring’ Gen. 24.60)
- Sere-segal (בְּנֵֽ הד for ‘servant’ multiple times)
• *Segol-qames* (once, ‘in the land’ Gen. 26.22)
• *Qames-segol* (once, ‘to’ Gen. 26.18)
• *Qames-hātef qames* (once, ‘his tent’ Gen. 26.25)
• *Qames-pataḥ* (once, ‘Abraham’ Gen. 24.59)
• *Qames-shewa* (‘and Isaac’ Gen. 24.62)
• *Ṣere-hireq* (once, ‘for’ Gen. 26.16)

5.3. Concluding Discussion: Linguistic Typology

The above typology for two- and three-column NST near-model Torah codex fragments from the Genizah collections in Cambridge University Library is virtually comprehensive. All of the subtypes established by the clustering, which assessed every near-model NST fragment with full dimensions in Cambridge which I found (a total of 55 fragments), are reported above, with descriptions of selected examples. A general schema of vocalic interchange patterns was constructed independently of the statistics, and it was generally found that the clustering complemented this general schema. The results indicate that certain patterns of vowel interchange may be indicative of a few separate phenomena:

• A striving to reproduce the pronunciation of ST, but doing so by using Tiberian vowel graphemes in a non-standard way (orthoepy).
• Lexically-specific NST features that occur in otherwise ST manuscripts, which are probably learned spellings particular to the scribe or to the community that produced the text.
- Sign interchange (specifically, shewa and ḥaṭef vowels, or vocalic shewa and pataḥ), which is only notational and does not represent a phonetic shift in vowels.

- Vocalic interchange patterns of varying degrees of complexity, often occurring alongside the non-standard use of diacritics such as dagesh or silent shewa, and which are likely to reflect pronunciations influenced by Aramaic or Arabic.

The most crucial finding uncovered by the clustering algorithms was that the feature frequencies differ between the two- and three-column manuscripts. This affected not only which clustering algorithm was most appropriate for the specific group, but the typology. Two-column manuscripts had the following general features:

- They exhibited on average a moderate amount of vocalic interchange, and the outlier manuscripts could usually be clearly tied to a specific group (or more than one specific group).

- Many of the manuscripts were either from the Southwestern Oriental (Palestinian-Byzantine) or Italian-Byzantine group.

- The pronunciation behind the vocalic interchange seemed to be associated with influence due to Aramaic language contact, as seen in the schema patterns.

- Orthoepic features that reinforced ST pronunciation in a non-standard way are associated with the two-column group.
The three-column group had the following different general features:

- Within this group were manuscripts with extreme counts of NST features, or extremely complex patterns of vocalic interchange, including the manuscript with the most NST features (T-S NS 72.1).
- The extremity of the outlying features indicated that only the k-modes algorithm was appropriate to assess the group statistically, because other clustering algorithms would be biased by the outliers.
- Patterns with extended use of dagesh were associated with the three-column group.
- The majority of the manuscripts in this group were clearly Oriental (Egypt and Palestine, especially twelfth c. Egypt). Moreover, the various patterns of vowel interchange seemed to be associated with the levelling of vowel phonemes, reflecting convergence with the Arabic vowel system.

The results indicate that two- and three-column manuscripts are distinct in their patterns of NST features. There are clear regional and language contact differences, which can be seen when comprehensive data are taken into account. Moreover, clustering, validated by rigorous linguistic assessment, is useful for the analysis of large amounts of NST features, especially when the researcher is careful not to perform the clustering on a large number of features at once. The coherency of the clustering re-
sults and the linguistic validation by means of the schemas supports the hypothesis that there are statistically and linguistically valid subtypes of NST vocalisation.

6.0. CONCLUSIONS: THE CORRELATION BETWEEN CODICOLOGY AND LINGUISTIC FEATURES

At the beginning of the study it was hypothesised that both the codicological and linguistic features of the near-model manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah collections have clear subtypes that can be validated through statistical analysis, and this has been shown to be the case. It was, however, also hypothesised that linguistic patterns would generally correlate with codicological subtypes. This concluding section presents the data in support of the latter hypothesis and brings the study to a close with some final assessments concerning how to carry the analysis forward in future research.

6.1. The Correlation between Codicological and Linguistic Subtypes

In general, the linguistic patterns found above were distinct not only regarding differences between two- and three-column manuscripts, but also regarding the fact that manuscripts with similar linguistic patterns tended to group together in either the same codicological subgroup, or in related codicological subgroups:
6.1.1. Two-column Manuscripts

- Byzantine Trio pattern (Section 5.1.1). These manuscripts all came from various groups that exhibit a broad palaeographical relationship, which included Sephardi, Italian-Byzantine, and Palestinian-Byzantine manuscripts.

- Orthoepic, Nearly Standard (5.1.3, including outliers: 5.1.4 and 5.1.5). These manuscripts came from groups with the most diverse palaeographic regions, from groups with Sephardi manuscripts, to Oriental (Egypt-Palestine), and Byzantine groups. This may indicate that every region produced some nearly-standard, orthoepic manuscripts.

- Lexically-specific (5.1.6): These two manuscripts came from Monumental Oriental (Egypt-Palestine) groups: specifically, T-S NS 68.22 came from the ‘Large Monumental Egyptian’ group described in section 4, and T-S NS came from another Egyptian group which was not described as an example group in this study.

- Three-way Interchange: *sere-segol-pataḥ* (5.1.7). All of the manuscripts in this group came from Arabic-speaking regions, as their palaeography indicates areas ranging from Egypt to Palestine-Byzantine (Southwestern Oriental) areas. Specifically, T-S Misc 1.46 is a late Egyptian manuscript from the subgroup Small Oriental Codex.

- Two-column Outliers (5.1.8 and 5.1.9): as these manuscripts were all outliers, they all came from different regional groups.
6.1.2. Three-column Manuscripts

- Minimal Application of NST (5.2.1). This manuscript with a Southwestern Oriental (Palestinian) script type came from a group with other Italian-Byzantine and Palestinian-Byzantine manuscripts.

- Orthoepic Features (5.2.2). All of these manuscripts were from Monumental groups, mainly from Egypt. Those represented in the sample codicological subgroups above are: T-S NS 78.34, T-S AS 67.131, T-S NS 77.1 (Large Monumental Egypt-Palestine Group); T-S NS 248.2 (Monumental Levantine Codex Group); T-S A2.30 (a late Egyptian manuscript from the Monumental Bare Wide-Ranging [Oriental to Italian] Group); T-S A5.12 (the Monumental Oriental Group).

- Two-way Interchange: Schema Group 2 (5.2.3). All of the manuscripts in this group came from either the Monumental Oriental Group (T-S A1.25) or the Large Monumental Levantine Codex Group (T-S A2.1, T-S NS 20.14), or other closely-related Egyptian Monumental groups not exhibited above.

- Three-way Interchange: Schema Group 2b (5.2.4 and 5.2.5). The manuscripts all came from Arabic-speaking regions. They involve the Egypt-Palestine Monumental groups, one of which is represented in the examples above: Monumental Bare Oriental Codex (T-S NS 18.5, T-S AS 8.123). The outlier Lewis Gibson Bible 3.12 comes from the Square Monumental Egyptian-Palestinian codex (not reported in section 4).
• Three-way Interchange, Schema Pattern 2c (5.2.6). Also from Arabic-speaking regions. Both manuscripts, are in different, but related, Oriental groups and are both late Egyptian in their palaeography (T-S AS 66.52: post-eleventh c.) and T-S A3.15 (post-twelftenth c.).

• Five-way Interchange: Schema Pattern 2e (5.2.7). The manuscripts from this group belong to wide-ranging regions, mainly from Arabic-speaking areas. T-S A5.7 and T-S NS 67.20 belong to the Square Monumental Oriental Group (not reported as example); the Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.56 is an Egyptian-Palestinian (Northwestern Oriental) manuscript from the Monumental Oriental Group; T-S NS 282.69 is in the Monumental Bare Wide-Ranging Group.

• Finally, the major outlier, T-S NS 72.1, is in the same group as T-S A5.7, T-S NS 67.20, and Lewis Gibson Bible 3.12, which are all Egypt-Palestinian in their palaeography.

The results of these general correlations show that, while linguistic features do co-occur in patterns alongside codicological subtypes, these co-occurrences are in wider regional swaths of similarity. It is also to be noted that the specific date of the scripts was not a major factor in this study. Apart from a few late manuscripts that grouped together, further analysis may refine these correlational findings by clarifying the palaeographic date of the manuscripts. It can safely be said, however, that subtypes of NST can be regionally defined and generally correlate with regional patterns of codicology.
6.2. Final Conclusions

The analysis in this paper is, to date, the most comprehensive assessment of a large number of manuscripts on many grounds: both codicological and linguistic. It has introduced a new methodology that allows the researcher to analyse effectively thousands of individual data points and 296 manuscript fragments. The results clarify our understanding of near-model and NST vocalisation phenomena in the Genizah.

Firstly, it can be affirmed that near-model manuscripts exist as a conceptual category of codex type within the Genizah, and that, when considered as parts of larger groups, those with two columns are distinct, both codicologically and linguistically, from those with three columns. These kinds of manuscripts represent the threshold of the standard, exquisite Bibles, which have been the focus of scholarship, and show that rich diversity lies just below the surface of what has been analysed in the past.

Secondly, it has been demonstrated that codicology can be regionally defined and that styles of book-making practices and scribal habits differed slightly (and in a statistically verifiable way) from region to region in the Genizah. Most importantly, dimensions and line number are the most reliable measures for distinguishing differences in codicological styles across regions.

Thirdly, NST can be considered a hypernym for what is in fact an internally diverse phenomenon with distinct subtypes. These subtypes can represent many things, ranging from an adherence to the pronunciation of the ST text (but non-adherence in notation), to a completely different phonological profile,
which is most likely due to language contact and regional pronunciations of Biblical Hebrew in Egypt, the Levant, Asia Minor, and Italy.

Finally, this study has shown that language and codicological features complement each other and, when studied together, can aid the researcher in understanding the larger picture of the background of the manuscript. Since codicological styles varied by region, and since NST language features also varied by region, codicology and language can indeed be used to help clarify each other. This demonstrates that medieval Hebrew manuscripts are holistic entities, which, in order to be studied properly, must have both their physicality and their language features taken into account.

This study is a first, exploratory step in using the methodology that I have developed here. The methodology should be applied to other groups of manuscripts in order to refine it properly, to find pitfalls, and to calibrate it for further improvements of analysis. It has great potential to allow scholars to look at the wider picture of a corpus of manuscripts without sacrificing detail. Furthermore, statistical clustering puts the researcher above the data and allows for the prioritisation of the most critical data and details.

Avenues for future research include applying this same analysis to other groups of non-standard Hebrew Bible codices (which is the topic of my current PhD research⁶⁴), as well as re-

---

⁶⁴ Working title: “A Codicological and Linguistic Typology of Non-standard Torah Codices from the Cairo Genizah.”
fining the typology presented above by means of further investigation into specific aspects. These include patterns of Masorah, cantillation, or, especially, the extreme outliers identified in this paper. In any case, it is hoped that the present study has not only opened conceptual doors to further bolster our study of medieval Jewish manuscripts, but has also introduced a new methodology and set of tools by which to do so.
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